The immersed boundary method is known to exhibit a high degree of numerical sti ness, which is associated with the interaction of immersed elastic bres with the surrounding uid. We perform a linear analysis of the underlying equations of motion for immersed bres, and identify a discrete set of bre modes which are associated solely with the presence of the bre. These results are a generalisation of those in a previous paper (SIAM J. Appl. Math., 55(6): [1577][1578][1579][1580][1581][1582][1583][1584][1585][1586][1587][1588][1589][1590][1591] 1995) by including the e ect of spreading the singular bre force over a nite \smoothing radius," which corresponds to the approximate delta function used in the immersed boundary method. We investigate the stability of the bre modes, their sti ness and dependence on the problem parameters, and the e ect that smoothing has on the solution.
Introduction
Some of the most challenging problems in scienti c computation involve the interaction of a viscous uid with complex, moving boundaries. One approach that has proven particularly e ective in handling a variety of such problems is the \Immersed Boundary Method," which was originally developed by Peskin 16 ] to compute the ow of blood in a two-dimensional model of the heart. The method is a mixed EulerianLagrangian scheme, in which the equations describing the uid motion are discretised on a xed, Cartesian mesh, while the immersed boundary is tracked at a set of points that move relative to the underlying uid grid. The coupling between the uid and bre is accomplished using smoothed delta functions, which serve to interpolate quantities between the two grids. The method has since been extended to three-dimensional simulations of ow in the heart and arteries 21, 17] and a diverse collection of other problems, including swimming motions of marine worms 6], particle suspensions 8], and wood pulp bre dynamics 23], to name a few. Furthermore, the idea of using smoothed delta functions to approximate singular forces generated on internal boundaries is a technique that has recently been applied in concert with a variety of other numerical methods including particle-in-cell 10], nite element 25, 27] , and level set methods 3] .
Considering the widespread use of immersed boundaries as a modeling and computational tool, very little analysis has been performed on either the underlying model equations or the numerical method. Exact solutions have been derived for simpli cations of the immersed boundary problem, specialised for uid ow in the inner ear 12] and particle suspensions 7]. Beyer and LeVeque 2] analysed a one-dimensional version of the immersed boundary method, and showed that it is limited to rst order spatial accuracy by the particular delta function approximation which is used most commonly in practice | this limitation on accuracy has also been con rmed in higher dimensions by numerical tests 11] . In addition, computations indicate that the problem su ers from a high level of numerical sti ness, and considerable e ort has gone into developing semi-implicit variations of the method that aim to alleviate the severe time step restrictions by coupling the immersed bre implicitly with the uid 26, 13] . However, these attempts have met with limited success, and the majority of computations are still performed using an explicit treatment of the immersed bres.
Our purpose in this paper is two-fold: rst, to examine the stability and sti ness characteristics of incompressible, viscous uid ows containing moving, elastic bres; and second, to use these results as a basis for evaluating the e ciency of various explicit and semi-implicit time-stepping schemes for the immersed boundary method. This work is based on an earlier paper 24] that employed a linear stability analysis to identify solution modes arising solely from the presence of an immersed bre. The severe sti ness observed in computations was traced to the presence of these \ bre modes" in the solution, and is attributed to a combination of small viscosity and large bre force. Hence, uid ows with immersed bres experience something very unlike the usual Reynolds number limitation encountered in ows without a bre. While the previous paper was able to pinpoint the source of the sti ness and its dependence on the problem parameters, it also predicted a time step restriction much smaller than is actually encountered in practice.
In the current paper, we will address this discrepancy by including the e ects of smoothing through delta function approximation, and thereby hope to gain a better quantitative measure of the sti ness inherent in bre modes. We begin in Section 2 with a statement of the equations governing the motion of an isolated bre immersed in a two-dimensional Stokes ow, and then brie y outline the immersed boundary method. The linear analysis of the immersed bre problem with a smoothed forcing term is performed in Section 3, which yields a dispersion relation for the bre modes. The behaviour of these modes is compared to computed solutions and to our earlier work on the analytical solution for the exact delta function problem. Section 4 extends the linear analysis to the time-discrete problem, and uses stability diagrams to investigate the time step restrictions on schemes that are explicit in the bre force. We also explore a particular semi-implicit discretisation, in which the scheme can be formulated as an iteration on the bre position, and verify the predicted convergence rates in numerical experiments. Through comparisons of the various time-stepping schemes, we show that a fully explicit, fourth order Runge-Kutta method can be competitive with the implicit schemes that are currently in use.
Immersed bres
For the remainder of this work, we will consider an isolated bre, ?, immersed within a rectangular domain that is lled with a viscous, incompressible uid (refer to Fig. 1 ). We single out a lone bre for reasons of mathematical convenience, a simpli cation which seems reasonable when one considers that even the most complex immersed surfaces in three dimensions, such as the 3D heart model in 17] , are constructed of interwoven networks of such bres. In the immersed boundary model, the bre is assumed to be massless and neutrally-buoyant, so that the uid and bre can be treated as a composite, viscoelastic material, described by a single velocity eld. This is the major advantage of the model, since it allows the uid and bre to be described by the same set of equations, which is described next.
Mathematical formulation
Consider a square uid domain, = 0; 1] 0; 1], with periodic boundary conditions in both the x{ and y{directions. The motion of the uid-bre composite is governed by Stokes' equations @u @t = u ? rp + F ;
(1)
where u(x; t) = (u(x; t); v(x; t)) is the uid velocity, p(x; t) the pressure, F (x; t) is the uid body force, and and are the (constant) uid density and viscosity. Our reason for considering Stokes' equations (and ignoring the e ects of convection) is that the serious numerical stability problems encountered in computations are well-known to arise from the sti ness in the immersed boundary. While high Reynolds number ows do require a ner mesh to resolve the boundary layer e ects around complex elastic structures, and thereby naturally require a smaller time step, there is no inherent Reynolds number limit on the immersed boundary method. The method is not tied to a speci c uid solver, and even when using alternate solvers specially-tailored to handle convection-dominated ows, the sti ness in the immersed bres is still the major consideration 14, 20] .
The position of the bre is given by x = X(s; t), where s is a parameterisation of ? in some reference con guration. Since the bre is constrained to move at the same velocity as neighbouring uid particles, we can write @X @t = u(X(s; t); t):
One more element is needed to close the system: namely, an expression for the force F to couple the motion of the uid and bre. Gravitational e ects are assumed to be negligible since the bre is neutrally buoyant, and so the external force F arises solely from the action of the elastic bre. Let T(s; t) be the tension force in the bre and assume that T is a function of the bre strain:
It can be shown under further assumptions 17] that the local force density per unit length is given by the expression f(s; t) = @ @s (T );
where is the unit tangent vector to the bre. For example, if the tension depends linearly on the strain as T = j@X=@sj, then Eq. (5) reduces to f = @ 2 X @s 2 :
Taking this form of the force is analogous to linking successive bre points by linear springs with spring constant and zero resting length | we will see a similar forcing function appearing in the linear stability analysis in Section 3. Since the force is zero everywhere except on the bre, the uid body force F can be regarded as a distribution and written compactly as the convolution of the bre force density with a delta function:
f(s; t) (x ? X(s; t)) ds:
The two-dimensional delta function (x) = (x) (y) is the product of two Dirac delta functions. Finally, we rewrite the right hand side of the bre evolution equation (3) in the form of a convolution of the velocity with a delta function @X @t = Z u(x(s; t); t) (x ? X(s; t)) dx;
thereby introducing a symmetry between Eqs. (7) and (8) . This will prove to be very useful in Section 2.2 from the standpoint of constructing a numerical scheme. Eqs. (1), (2) and (8), along with the de nition of the bre force in (4), (5) and (7), form a coupled system of integro-di erential equations for the motion of the uid and bre.
It is important to mention that there is another equivalent formulation of the problem, in which the singular delta function terms are supplanted with jump conditions, relating values of the uid stress on either side of the bre. This \jump formulation" was used as the basis of our analysis in 24], but is inappropriate for the current work, where our aim is to determine the e ect of replacing the delta function with a smooth approximation.
Immersed boundary method
We will state the immersed boundary method in a form very similar to that originally proposed by Peskin 16] , and which is still currently in use. This scheme is explicit in the bre force, and any discussion of details related to semi-implicit discretisations will be postponed until Section 4 when they are needed.
The uid domain is divided into a xed, N N grid of points denotedx i;j = (x i ; y j ) = (ih; jh), with spacing h = 1 N in both directions. The domain is doubly-periodic so that the points x 0 and x N are identi ed with each other, and similarly with y 0 and y N . The bre position is a Lagrangian quantity which is discretised at a set of N b moving points, with the parameter s 2 0; 1] taken at discrete locations s`=` h b , where
Nb . Both uid and bre unknowns are sampled at equally-spaced time intervals t n = n k, where k is the time step. Figure 2 shows a typical uid-bre grid, where the respective grid points need not necessarily coincide. The discrete approximation for the uid velocity is written asũ n i;j u(x i ; y j ; t n ) at uid grid Figure 2 : The relationship between uid ( ) and bre (+) grid points. points i; j = 0; 1; : : :; N ? 1 and n = 0; 1; : : : (with analogous expressions for pressure and force). Similarly, the bre quantities are written using the notationX ǹ X(s`; t n ), where`= 0; 1; : : :; N b ? 1.
The delta functions appearing in (7) and (8) are replaced by an approximation 2h (x), which is the product of two one-dimensional discrete delta functions although other choices are possible (refer to 22] for alternate forms of d 2h ). It will become clear in the algorithm to follow that 2h (x) acts to interpolate quantities between the uid and bre grid points.
When writing the scheme, we will make use of the following notation for nite di erence operators on the uid grid. First and second derivatives are approximated using the second order centered di erence formulas We are now in a position to state the algorithm, which is a discrete version of Eqs. (1), (2), (6) and (8) . Assuming that the velocityũ n i;j and bre positionX n i;j are known at time t n?1 , the procedure for updating these values to time t n is as follows:
Step 1: Compute the bre force densityf ǹ = D ssX n?1 ; (10a) where we have assumed, for simplicity, that the force is a linear function such as that in Eq. (6).
Step 2: Distribute the bre force to uid grid points 
Step 3 (10d) which is a simultaneous system of equations for the velocityũ n i;j and pressure p n i;j at time level n. Because the uid grid is rectangular and equally-spaced and the boundary conditions are periodic, this system can be solved very e ciently using a Fast Fourier Transform (see 15] for details). This approach to solving the uid equations di ers from the Alternating Direction Implicit (or ADI) scheme that has been used almost exclusively in immersed boundary computations to this point in time 16] . We have chosen to use the coupled Stokes solver instead because it is a much more natural framework for solving Stokes' equations (and there is no need for the ADI technique when the convection terms are dropped). Furthermore, recent immersed boundary computations 15] have begun to use this same technique, treating the convection terms explicitly instead of in the ADI step. Although we are only concerned with Stokes' equations at the moment, it is worthwhile mentioning that it is possible in practice to discretise the convection terms explicitly, because the time step required for stability of the bre forcing terms is much smaller than any limitation arising from convection. 
Step 5: Increment n and return to Step 1. Since this algorithm applies an implicit (Backward Euler) discretisation to di usion terms, and a Forward Euler step for the bre force and position, we will refer to it as the \Forward Euler/Backward Euler" or FE/BE method. This designation will also serve to distinguish it from other semi-implicit time-stepping schemes that will be introduced later in Section 4.
Linear stability analysis
As mentioned in the Introduction, a great deal of e ort has gone into applying the immersed boundary method to various physical problems and improving its e ciency. However, comparatively little work has been done on analysing the behaviour of solutions to the underlying equations of motion. LeVeque and others 12] applied a Fourier transform technique to nd an explicit solution to a two{dimensional immersed boundary model of wave propagation in the basilar membrane, which is suspended in the uid{ lled cavity of the inner ear. They used a variation of the immersed bre equations that was simpli ed in two ways: stretching of the bre in the tangential direction is ignored; and the pressure jump is taken to have a special functional form, justi ed by the physics of the problem. Fogelson 7] has also applied a similar technique to determining the stability of the elastic links between platelets in a model of blood clotting, and more recently, Cortez & Varela 5] performed a non-linear analysis of an immersed elastic bre in the absence of viscosity.
In this section we will use an approach akin to that in 12, 7] to perform a linear modal analysis of the immersed bre problem in a more general form. It is not possible to solve the full problem explicitly, but we are able to obtain useful information about the stability and conditioning of uid ows containing immersed bres, which relates to the sti ness observed in immersed boundary computations.
Linearisation and smoothing
Consider a portion of the uid domain, labeled 0 in Figure 1 , on which the immersed bre is approximately at. Suppose that the bre is at equilibrium along the horizontal line y = 0, and that the current bre position is a small perturbation from this rest state. For the purpose of isolating the in uence of the bre on the ow, we extend the boundaries of 0 to in nity in the y{direction. We can justify this \stretching" of the uid domain as follows:
a) The important dynamics that distinguish uids with immersed bres from those without should occur in the region near the bre. b) In the absence of immersed bres, there are no non-trivial discrete modes of Stokes' equations on a domain of in nite extent, and so we expect to be able to identify modes associated solely with the bre by extending the boundaries to in nity. c) The solution modes that we are most concerned with (that is, which have the most e ect on stability)
are those with the largest wavenumber, and these are precisely the modes that are least a ected by the presence or absence of boundaries. A common functional form of the bre tension used in immersed boundary computations 26] is T = T(j@X=@sj ? 1) with T(0) = 0, corresponding to a bre which is slack in the reference con guration j@X=@sj = 1. In practice, however, the bre is usually under stress. Hence, we choose an equilibrium state de ned by j@X=@sj = 1, around which the solution is linearised by supposing a perturbation of the form X(s; t) = ( s + (s; t); (s; t)) :
We also make the linearity assumptions that , , u and their derivatives are small, at least for some nite time.
We next incorporate the e ect of smoothing the delta function which is integral to the immersed boundary method. To this end, we introduce a strip of width on either side of the bre (called the smoothing region), where represents the radius of support of the approximate delta function. The uid domain, 0 , is now divided into three subregions, 0 and 0 , as pictured in Figure 3 . The smoothed delta function, which we will write as d (x), is the cosine function introduced earlier in Eq. (9), except that we change notation by replacing h with =2 (corresponding to the smoothing radius = 2h used in the immersed boundary method).
Stokes' equations now read @u
f(s; t) (x ? X(s; t)) ds; (12) r u = 0; (13) where the integral force term has support only on the smoothing region 0 , and is equal to zero on 0 . The linearisation of the bre force expressed by Eqs. (4) and (5) 
where the normal and tangential force coe cients are given by n := T( )= and t :=T 0 ( ). Finally, the bre evolution equation can be written as an integral solely over the smoothing region:
The remainder of Section 3 is devoted to solving the linearised equations of motion and using the behaviour of the resulting solution modes to answer the following questions:
Does the smoothed problem also give rise to a discrete set of \ bre modes"? Are these bre modes stable, and how sti are they? Does the smoothed analysis lead to any predictions about the behaviour of the numerical solution?
Derivation of the dispersion relation
In order to isolate the solution modes that are periodic oscillations in x, we look for separable solutions of Eqs. ( 
where is a new parameter de ned by 2 := 2 + with Re( ) 0.
On the smoothing region, however, the integral forcing terms lead to a system of coupled integrodi erential equations. After linearising the delta function terms (see 22] for details), these equations reduce to: u and b v are substituted into (17d) and (17e), yielding expressions for b and b , which are then used to nd the velocity. This procedure involves extensive algebraic manipulations, and is tractable only through the use of the symbolic algebra package Maple 4] . Unlike the solutions (16a){(16c) on 0 , the nal expressions for the solution components are extremely lengthy, and so they are not presented here.
At this point, we have expressions for the solution components on three regions, each involving several unknown constants of integration. On 0 , Eqs. (16a){(16c) involve the four coe cients A and B . The solution on the strip 0 introduces an additional four constants of integration from the solution of Stokes' equations. In order to determine the solution uniquely, we must come up with a further eight conditions relating the eight constants, which arise quite naturally from matching the solutions at the interfaces y = . Four conditions ensue from the requirement that the pressure, velocities, and normal derivative db u=dy be continuous at the interface y = , and the remaining constraints arise from the same four continuity conditions at y = ? .
The resulting system of equations is linear and homogeneous, and so there is a non-trivial solution only if the determinant of the 8 8 coe cient matrix is zero. This determinant condition is simply a dispersion relation, giving in terms of . It is too large to write in its entirety, but can be written symbolically in the compact form
The subscripts n and t on the two factors in (18) corresponds to the fact that the bre force parameter n appears only in the factor S n ( ), while S t ( ) depends on t only. While not indicated explicitly, it should be clear that S n ( ) and S t ( ) are also functions of the parameters , and . We can make the following observations regarding the structure of the dispersion relation in comparison to the results for the unsmoothed problem from 24]:
{ the structure of the dispersion relation is very similar in that there is a decoupling between the normal and tangential bre modes.
{ the dispersion relation is not a polynomial (as it was for the jump problem), since the factors in Eq. (18) involve trigonometric and exponential functions of the parameters. Consequently, there is no analytical expression for the solutions and our only recourse is to apply a numerical root-nding technique such as Newton's method.
{ the presence of exponential terms in the dispersion relation make the equation very ill-conditioned, particularly for large values of the forcing parameters n and t . The Newton solver requires a careful rescaling of the dispersion relation in conjunction with quadruple precision arithmetic, and continuation in .
For the jump problem, we were able to prove in 22] that the bre modes are stable (that is, Re( ) < 0 for all real ), and we also compared the values of over a wide range of parameters. However, the smoothed dispersion relation (18) is more complex and ill-conditioned, and hence it is much more di cult to determine the roots. Nevertheless, we will see in the following section that we can obtain solution modes for the smoothed problem with factors that are more representative of the decay behaviour of immersed bres observed in computations.
Stability and sti ness of bre modes
In order to make these results as applicable as possible to previous work, we have chosen representative parameter values from computations reported in the literature for biological applications (primarily from 16], 6] and 17]). We will choose = 1:0 g=cm 3 and the forcing parameter to lie between 10 4 and 10 6 g=cm sec 2 , where n = t . The viscosity used in typical biological applications (such as agella in intra-cellular uid) is = 1:0 g=cm sec, while that for blood is 0:04 g=cm sec. However, most immersed boundary simulations of the heart and arteries have been forced to take = 1:0 in order to avoid limitations on the time step. The domain is a square with sides of length 1 cm, on which is laid a 64 64 computational grid, and the bre is discretised at 196 points; i.e. N = 64, = 2 64 and N b = 196. It is important to keep in mind that the procedure outlined in the previous section does not yield a formula for an exact solution that can compared directly with computations | the equations are too complicated even for Maple to yield explicit formulas for the solution components. What we aim to investigate instead is the behaviour of a particular set of modes, represented as pairs ( ; ), which arise from solutions of the dispersion relation (18) . Consider a discrete set of wavenumbers, = 2 i, i 2 f1; 2; : : :; Ng, corresponding to the modes that can be resolved on an equally-spaced grid with mesh spacing h = 1 N in the x{direction. By restricting in this manner, we are still dealing with the continuous equations but have discretised the problem in an idealised sense. We also choose the smoothing length = 2 N to agree with the radius of support for the delta function in the immersed boundary method.
Stability. For all wavenumbers and parameter ranges that we have considered, the solution modes arising from the dispersion relation exhibit a decay rate with negative real part; that is, Re( ) < 0. While this is not as strong a result as the stability proof presented in 22] for the jump formulation of the problem, it still provides compelling evidence that the smoothed bre modes are also stable in time.
Sti ness. The sti ness of the immersed bre problem is characterised by the size of the complex eigenvalues
. A large variation in the magnitude of the real part Re( ) indicates a solution with components that decay on widely-varying time scales; correspondingly, a large variation in Im( ) points to modes with disparate frequencies of oscillation. In both cases, the problem is distinguished by a mixture of time scales that di er is size by orders of magnitude: any computation based on such a problem requires the use of sti solvers.
By examining the decay rates Re( ), and frequencies of oscillation Im( ), we can identify the sti ness characteristics of the underlying solution, and how they depend on the parameters. Table I summarizes the solutions to Stokes' problem and the \jump" problem with the exact delta function (taken from 22]), from which it is clear that the presence of an immersed bre a ects the rate of decay of solution modes considerably, while also introducing signi cant oscillatory features in the solution. The bre therefore introduces a certain degree of sti ness in the problem, which translates numerically into a stricter requirement on the time step in the immersed boundary method. The magnitude of increases by a factor of 7 when = 1:0, and by almost 2000 for the smaller value of viscosity. It is here that the unsmoothed analysis over-predicts the sti ness observed in computations. The maximum allowable time step typically depends inversely on the magnitude of the solution modes , from which the rst two rows of Table I suggest that immersed boundary computations should require a time step orders of magnitude smaller than that for Stokes ow without a bre. On the contrary, numerical evidence shows that the time step restrictions are comparable for this moderate value of the bre force parameter, even when is as small as 0.04.
This discrepancy can be attributed to exclusion of smoothing e ects in the jump formulation of the problem. The nal row of Table I indicates that the smoothed modes are more comparable in size with the Stokes modes, and hence more in line with what is seen in actual computations for this example. Nevertheless, the appearance of a large imaginary part in the modes translates into a considerable degree of sti ness, which is also observed in computations for this parameter range. Fig. 4 gives a pictorial representation of the e ect of smoothing on the entire discrete spectrum of bre modes. Replacing the delta function with a smoothed approximation clearly has a profound e ect on the decay and frequency characteristics of an immersed bre, particularly for the larger wavenumbers. However, it appears that the lowest wavenumber modes (with = 2 ) match quite well between the two problems, which suggests that the dominant solution features are relatively unchanged by smoothing. Numerical veri cation of this consistency is given below.
It is interesting to compare the size of solution modes in terms viscosity in Table I . While a reduction in decreases the sti ness of the Stokes problem considerably, the smoothed bre modes are a ected to a much lesser degree, with the modes only decreasing by a factor of two in size, and the imaginary part actually becoming larger (the implications of this behaviour for time-stepping will become obvious in the next section). On the other hand, the dependence of the bre modes on is much stronger, with the sti ness of the problem worsening signi cantly as the forcing parameter is increased. The dependence was not included in Table I , since a detailed discussion of the e ect of and on the time step restrictions, along with comparisons to actual computations, will be given in Section 4.
Finally, we observed without exception that the largest growth rates arose from the tangential term in dispersion relation, with the normal modes being smaller and similar in magnitude to Stokes' modes. This is consistent with the asymptotic result our previous work which showed that the normal bre modes are similar in magnitude to Stokes modes in the large limit 24]. Therefore, the sti ness in the problem may be traced to tangential oscillations of the immersed bre. It is very possible that the decoupling of the bre modes may be exploited to develop more e cient numerical solvers, perhaps using some form of rescaling or preconditioning based on a local linearisation near the bre which singles out the tangential motions.
Quantitative comparisons. While the previous discussion of sti ness and stability is very useful in understanding the qualitative behaviour of bre modes, it o ers little in the way of quantitative information about actual solution behaviour or decay rates. Rather than looking at a range of wavenumbers corresponding to all modes resolvable in an idealised discretisation of the problem, we can instead focus on the dominant solution features represented by the lowest wavenumber ( = 2 ) mode. We expect that the higher frequency oscillations in any computation should die out most rapidly, leaving only the lowest frequency mode after a short initial time period.
A simple model problem can be used to test this hypothesis. Consider a single immersed bre, such as that pictured in Fig. 3 , which is periodic in the x{direction and initially has a sinusoidal perturbation with small amplitude. This bre will oscillate about its horizontal rest state decaying in time toward zero. By measuring the height of the maxima in each oscillation, as well as the period of the motion, we can obtain values for the real and imaginary part of the dominant computed solution mode with which to compare to our theoretical predictions from the roots of the dispersion relation for the smoothed problem. The results are summarised in Table II , from which it is clear that dominant solution characteristics are captured quite well by computations at least when the bre forcing parameter, , is small. When is increased, the predicted It is interesting to compare the predictions from the jump and smooth formulations, which are quite close particularly for the smaller values of . If we also include the e ect of varying the smoothing radius, we see in Table III that the dominant mode of the smoothed solution tends toward that of the jump problem as is reduced in size. This is further evidence of the consistency between the smoothed and unsmoothed problems, and shows that while smoothing may dominate the higher frequency modes (as observed earlier in Fig. 4) , it has much less in uence on the main features of the solution, particularly when is small. Table III: {33  {33  {33  {32  {32  {31  {31  10 3 {51  {51  {50  {48  {46  {44  {42  {40  10 4 {84  {81  {76  {69  {62  {57  {52  {48  10 5 {142  {129 {108  {89  {75  {64  {57  {51 4 Time-stepping schemes
The linear analysis of the preceding section showed that the bre modes capture the qualitative behaviour manifested in computations, provided the smoothing e ects of the delta function approximation is taken into account. We will now use these sti bre modes to explain the severe time step restriction on immersed boundary computations in which the bre is treated explicitly (by \explicit", we refer to time discretisations that treat the bre position and the bre force term in the Navier-Stokes equations explicitly, regardless of whether di usion and pressure are treated implicitly or explicitly). As we will see in Section 4.1, it is in fact the bre forcing terms that govern the time step in explicit computations. The FE/BE scheme outlined in Section 2.2, which is also the most commonly-used approach, couples the pressure and di usion implicitly in a Stokes solve while treating the bre terms explicitly. The severe sti ness arising from the immersed boundary problem and the correspondingly strict time step limit in computations have been well-documented in the literature 16, 26] . As a result, the importance of dealing with the immersed bres in an implicit fashion is obvious, and a great deal of e ort has gone into developing variations of the method that couple the bre terms in the equations implicitly with the uid. We have separated the various methods into the following four classes, based on the manner in which the bre force term and bre evolution equation are discretised:
A. Explicit: schemes that are explicit in the bre force and position, and yet couple the di usion terms implicitly (that include the FE/BE scheme of Section 2.2). The vast majority of recent computations couple di usion and convection implicitly by combining an ADI step with a pressure projection step. More recently, it has been recognised that convection is not so important in relation to the sti ness arising from the bre, and the uid equations have been solved using a couple Stokes solver, while treating convection terms explicitly using upwind di erencing 18, 15].
B. \Approximate implicit": a scheme that couples the bre force with the bre evolution equation to form an iteration on the bre position that is independent of the uid unknowns 16]. Once the iteration has converged, the intermediate or predicted bre position is used to compute the bre force in the uid equations, which are then solved using the same techniques as for the explicit schemes. While this is not truly an implicit scheme (and hence the name), the iteration helps to prevent violent instabilities in bres with extremely large force parameters. 26] , and showed that while it appeared to be unconditionally stable, this scheme was far too expensive for practical computations. It is approaches A and B that have been used most often in practice, with the majority of recent computations using the explicit technique A. While the \approximate implicit" scheme does help to ease the severe stability restrictions in problems with extremely large , it is our experience that the added cost of the iteration embedded in each time step essentially wipes out any advantage that would have been gained by taking larger time steps. The predominance of explicit schemes, which are extremely simple to program, is thus not surprising.
Nonetheless, the stability restrictions on explicit computations persist, and remain a serious limitation on the problems that can be simulated numerically. We have shown that the sti ness arises not from Reynolds number e ects, but rather from a large bre forcing parameter. While implementing a better uid solver might provide improved resolution of the ne-scale boundary layer e ects present in high Reynolds number (convection-dominated) ows, it will not help deal with the sti ness in immersed boundary computations arising from the bre forcing terms, which we have shown are present even in the absence of convection. On the contrary, it is essential that more e cient implicit (or semi-implicit) schemes be developed which deal speci cally with the sti ness that dominates computations when the bre forcing term is large.
In this section, we will concentrate our attention on the explicit and semi-implicit schemes. The bre modes derived in the last section will be used to predict stability restrictions for various explicit timestepping schemes, using a straightforward application of stability diagrams. The family of Runge-Kutta schemes exhibit the most desirable properties of explicit schemes, and we brie y describe a class of semiimplicit schemes, similar to the FE/BE method, but which use an Implicit-Explicit Runge-Kutta (or IMEX-RK) approach instead. Finally, we demonstrate how our modal analysis can be extended to time discrete problems, and this technique will be applied to the Mayo-Peskin method in order to estimate convergence rates for the iteration.
Explicit schemes
In the following discussion, we distinguish between the solution modes arising from an idealised discretisation of the smoothed bre, and those from Stokes ow without an immersed boundary, since the time step in a discretisation of the immersed bre problem is limited by a combination of di usive and bre e ects. Fig. 5 depicts the relative size of both sets of solution modes in the {plane, for = 10 4 and 10 6 , with the Stokes modes marked \ " and bre modes \ " (note that these correspond to the complete set of modes for the results presented earlier in Table I ). The solid curves represent the boundary of the region of absolute stability for a Forward Euler discretisation (based on the Stokes modes), while the maximum time step allowed by Forward Euler for both sets of modes (denoted k and k ) are listed on each plot for easy comparison of the stability limits. Fig. 5(a) , corresponding to = 1:0, demonstrates that the time step restriction for a bre force of = 10 4 is comparable to that experienced in the absence of the bre. When is increased to 10 6 in Fig. 5(b) , the modes migrate outward along the imaginary axis, requiring a much smaller time step. A similar heightening of sti ness is observed when the viscosity is decreased, as shown in the remaining plots in Figs. 5(c) and (d) for the much lower viscosity of = 0:04.
It is precisely this parameter regime, corresponding large bre force and small viscosity, where immersed boundary computations have been observed to su er the most di culty. In fact, in numerous heart valve simulations reported in the literature 17, 19] , a careful scaling argument was required to justify choosing = 1:0 (instead of the actual viscosity of blood 0:04) in order for the time step requirement in computations to be practical. The most signi cant conclusion that can be drawn from this discussion is that the sti ness in the immersed boundary method arises from the interaction of the bre and uid, through a combination of large bre force and small viscosity, rather than the high Reynolds number e ects that limit typical uid ow calculations for other problems not characterised by this uid-structure interaction.
The above discussion pertains to a fully explicit discretisation of the problem and ignores any coupling between di usion and bre forcing, and so it is worthwhile to discuss for a moment how these results apply to the FE/BE method, which treats di usion implicitly. Di usive terms are invariably discretised in an implicit fashion, since it is well known that an explicit, centered, nite di erence discretisation of di usion gives rise to a stability restriction of the form k h 2 4 : This is unacceptable in ordinary uid ow simulations because simple implicit schemes will eliminate the constraint on k, making the scheme unconditionally stable. However, the point we wish to make here is that even for the moderate bre forcing parameter = 10 4 , the restriction arising from handling bre modes explicitly is nearly as bad as that from di usion. This can be inferred from the fact that the modes pictured in Fig. 5(a) are very close to the border of the stability region. Furthermore, the bre modes worsen signi cantly in relation to the Stokes modes when is increased. Therefore, it is essential to consider the behaviour of the bre modes when designing any time-stepping strategy for the immersed bre problem if one wishes to overcome this type of stability restriction. The most obvious approach is to perform an implicit discretisation of the bre terms in the equations, but this is particularly di cult in the case of the immersed bre problem because of the nonlinear, nonlocal coupling of the bre with the uid. Another simpler strategy is to search out di erent explicit schemes that deal more e ectively with solution modes that tend to cluster near the imaginary axis. An obvious candidate for an alternative explicit time- stepping technique is the Runge-Kutta (RK) family of schemes. The regions of absolute stability for the RK methods of order one through four are pictured in Fig. 6 , with the time step chosen to be the largest a orded by the RK4 scheme, or k = 6:0 10 ?4 . In this situation, our analysis suggests that the RK1 method should require a time step 10 times smaller for the stability region to encompass all modes (which translates into a factor of 2.5 increase in e ciency after guring in the cost of the four RK stages). As is increased even further, the bre modes become more sti and the superiority of RK4 asserts itself.
These predictions for the fully explicit methods are con rmed by the computations presented in Fig. 7 . We can see from the plots of maximum time step for the various RK schemes (along with the accompanying CPU times in Table IV ) that the RK4 scheme is the best of all the explicit methods considered. The FE/BE restults are included for comparison purposes. While this semi-implicit approach is very similar to the RK1 method, there is clearly a great deal of advantage to be gained from its implicit treatment of the di usion term, about which more will be said in the next section. ; (19) r u = 0; 
The symbols S and S represent the delta function interpolation operators, which transfer between grid quantities V (x) and bre grid quantities W (s) as follows:
W (s) (x ? X(s; t)) ds:
If we discretise these equations in time only, using the FE/BE scheme described in Section 2.2, then we have u n ? k u n + k rp n = u n?1 + k S d 2 ds 2 X n?1 ;
r u n = 0; (23) X n = X n?1 + kSu n ;
where we have abused notation somewhat by denoting semi-discrete quantities at time t n (which are continuous in space only) by a superscript ( ) n . We now investigate the stability in time of the solutions to Eqs. (22){(24) by assuming that u n and X n depend on the solutions at the previous time step as u n = u n?1 and X n = X n?1 ; where is the ampli cation factor, which replaces e t from the time-continuous analysis. Again, we look for separable solutions of the form 
On substituting these expressions into the time-discrete equations, we obtain a system of ODEs for the solution components as functions of y. It should be clear to the reader that the solution process is nearly identical to that described in Section 3.2, and so we omit the details of the derivation. At the end, we obtain a dispersion relation which gives the ampli cation factor in terms of the other parameters in the problem.
The FE/BE scheme is stable provided that all arising from this equation satisfy j j < 1.
As before, we apply a Newton iteration, with continuation in the smoothing radius , to solve the dispersion relation over a range of time steps and for all wavenumbers =2 2 1; 64]. The character of the ampli cation factors is exactly what we would expect given our previous experience with the modal analysis of the continuous problem. We summarise the key points below: for time steps below a certain critical value, k < k max , all roots satisfy < 1.
for k k max , there are some greater than 1, indicating modes that are unstable in time, and which invariably correspond to the lower half of the spectrum, with the peak at =2 10. Furthermore, the modes in the upper half of the spectrum, 32 < =2 < 64, are stable for the parameters under consideration here. when is increased, the number of unstable modes and the size of the ampli cation factor for these modes both increase. the largest ampli cation factor, and the rst to become unstable, corresponds to a tangential mode of oscillation in the bre. The critical time step k max is given in Table V for various forcing parameters, with the corresponding time step limit observed in computations with the same bre force. In all cases, our analysis predicts a k max which is consistently one-half as large as the actual time step limit encountered in computations. Considering the approximations that have been made in our \idealised discretisation," this discrepancy is not surprising.
Semi-implicit, iterative schemes
Instead of solving Eqs. which can be written more compactly as X n;m = Z n?1 + SH SAX n;m?1 :
(26) In practice, this iteration converges very slowly, and the convergence is speeded considerably by using the modi ed iteration (I ? DA) (X n;m ? X n;m?1 ) = Z n?1 ? (I ? SH SA)X n;m?1 ; (27) which clearly has the same solution as (26) . I signi es the identity operator, and D = S S is a scaling factor. In the fully discrete setting, (I ? SH SA) is a dense matrix, while (I ? DA) is a block tridiagonal preconditioner which accelerates convergence.
To quantify the rate of convergence, we again look for solutions of the form X n;m = e^{ x c X n;m on each of the subdomains 0 and 0 , and solve the resulting system of ODEs as before. While the solution procedure is very similar to what we have seen already, it is important to realise that there is one very signi cant di erence from the continuous problem: rather than the uid force being de ned implicitly in terms of the bre position, the force is computed based on the bre position from the previous iteration. Consequently, the semi{discrete analogue of the bre iteration (27) is a formula for c X n;m in terms of c X n;m?1 . Therefore, the solution procedure is streamlined considerably, and Eq. (27) where B and C are 2 2 matrices, and R n?1 is a 2{vector with entries evaluated at the previous time step.
Since we are only interested in the rate of convergence of the iteration, it is expedient for us to consider the di erence between successive iterates E n;m = c X n;m ? c X n;m?1 ; which satis es the recurrence E n;m = ME n;m?1 ; where M = B ?1 C is an iteration matrix. The convergence properties of the iteration are manifested in the eigenvalues of M, which can be found using Maple 
Just as the solution of the continuous problem decoupled the bre modes into normal and tangential oscillations, so also does the convergence of the semi{discrete scheme depend on two distinct eigenvalues, corresponding to normal and tangential forcing. The convergence of the scheme is thus governed by % max = max(j% t j; j% n j) | if % max < 1, the iteration converges, otherwise it diverges. A contour plot of % max is given in Fig. 8 , for parameter values = 1 and = 10 4 . Based on the convergence rate for the linearised problem, we can make the following observations: The iteration always converges, which is to to be expected, since the scheme was proven to be unconditionally convergent in 13].
There is a critical value of given by c 0:09057685940 (2 N) at which % n = % t , found by equating (28) and (29), setting n = t and = 2 N , and then solving for . For the example given in the contour plot, we have c 5:7969 2 , which is indicated in Figure 8 as a dashed vertical line. When < c , the normal convergence rate % n is the largest, while for > c the convergence of the tangential modes (% t ) is slowest. For a given time step, the slowest mode to converge is the tangential mode | therefore, just as the tangential modes provide the greatest contribution to the sti ness in the problem, so also do they govern the convergence of the MP iteration. and k k 2 is the standard L 2 {norm on vectors. The predicted convergence rates were found by reading o % max for the dominant ( = 2 ) mode on the contour plot in Figure 8 , which always corresponds to the normal bre modes. Even though the tangential convergence rate is invariably the largest for the entire range of in any given computation, and hence should dominate the convergence after a large number of iterations, they are also modes whose amplitude decays much more rapidly in time. Within every time step, however, only ten or so iterations were typically required to satisfy the residual tolerance, and so it is to be expected that the lowest wavenumber, normal modes will dominate the actual convergence rate observed in computations.
The blank entries in the table correspond to instances where the computation was unstable, which seems to go against our analytical predictions of unconditional convergence. However, we believe that this arises from a time instability which a ects the numerical scheme when the time step is taken too large. In fact, Mayo & Peskin identify 13, p. 269] that even though their iteration scheme is convergent and is more stable in time than the fully explicit method, it is not always stable. While our analysis captures the convergence rate quite well, it is unable to predict onset of instability in computations.
Comparison
Before closing our discussion of time discretisations, we will draw a comparison between the explicit and semi-implicit approaches just described. We consider another test problem, which is more typical of that seen in the literature (see 26], 13] and 11]), in which the bre is a closed loop which initially has the shape of an ellipse. As shown in Fig. 9 , the semi{axes of the ellipse are of length 0:2 cm and 0:4 cm, and we use the same linear force density function with sti ness constant . The ellipse will tend toward an equilibrium state that is a circle with the same area as the original ellipse, because the uid is incompressible | the radius of this nal circle is approximately equal to 0:2828 cm. The reason for choosing this problem rather than the sinusoidally-perturbed at bre, is that the area (or \volume") of uid inside the ellipse can be used as a measure of error in a given time-stepping scheme. Immersed boundary computations are known to experience loss of volume which becomes signi cant during more extreme ow conditions (large bre force, pressure or velocity) such as those we are considering here. This volume loss problem was identi ed in 19] and shown to arise not from uid passing physically through the immersed boundary, since the bre points move along streamlines, but rather to the fact that the interpolated velocity eld through which the immersed boundary moves is not discretely divergence{free. LeVeque & Li showed in 11] that the volume loss in the immersed boundary method for a problem nearly identical to our ellipse example grows linearly in time. Peskin & Printz 19] proposed a modi ed divergence stencil which reduces the volume loss signi cantly at the expense of an increase in the cost of delta function interpolation, though we have not implemented this modi cation in our simulations.
We applied the RK1, RK4, FE/BE and MP methods, and Table VII lists the maximum time steps and CPU times required for each method for two sets of computations with = 10 4 and 10 5 , = = 1:0, N = 64 and N b = 192. Among the fully explicit schemes, the RK4 method is up to an order of magnitude more e cient than the Forward Euler (or RK1) scheme, and we see again that it is also competitive, in terms of CPU time, with the semi-implicit FE/BE method. Moving to the MP scheme, we saw already in Table VI that coupling the bre and uid together within an iteration does allow much larger time step to be taken than for explicit schemes. However, there is a corresponding increase in the rate of volume leakage, which is given in the \Vol. loss" column in Table VII as a change in area relative to the initial 0.251 cm 2 . We chose two representative time steps for the MP scheme in Table VII , from which it is clear that while stability restrictions are much more lenient than for the other schemes, the method su ers from a much more severe loss of volume if k is taken too large. In fact, there is no advantage to using the iterative scheme if we require a comparable level of volume loss to that experienced by the other schemes.
We can conclude from these results that while the MP iteration may be unconditionally convergent and allow signi cantly larger time steps to be taken, the time step is still limited by the accumulation of error in the incompressibility condition. Clearly, there is a need for more work to be done on developing new time{stepping strategies to treat the force implicitly in some type of iteration, while at the same time controlling the volume error.
Our observation that an appropriately-chosen explicit discretisation performs as well or better than any of the implicit methods used in practice (particularly when the bre force is large) should prove to be very helpful in improving the performance of the immersed boundary method. Since the FE/BE method handles the bre terms in the equations with a Forward Euler step, it seems reasonable to suppose that we can take advantage of the particular nature of the bre modes by combining a Runge Kutta discretisation for the bre along with implicit handling of the remaining terms in the equations. A class of schemes that ts these requirements exactly is the Implicit-Explicit Runge-Kutta (or IMEX-RK) family introduced in 1]. These methods have the additional advantage that they require minimal changes to the existing logic in the immersed boundary code. We applied several IMEX-RK methods of various orders to the immersed bre problem, and found that the performance was comparable to the RK4 and FE/BE results, with the latter di ering from the rst order FE or RK1 method only in its implicit treatment of di usion. While this outcome is somewhat disappointing, our straightforward implementation clearly leaves room for further investigation. We expect that more sophisticated approaches may lead to signi cant improvements, which may become more evident in Navier-Stokes computations with high Reynolds number, convection-dominated ows.
Summary and conclusions
The main questions we attempted to answer in this paper are: 1. Why does the immersed boundary method su er severe time-step limitations? 2. How does the choice of explicit or semi-implicit time discretisation in uence the e ciency of the numerical scheme?
The rst question was answered by our linear analysis of the equations of motion for the immersed bre problem with a smoothed delta-function force. The presence of an elastic bre immersed in the ow gives rise to solution modes which, for typical parameter values, are very large in comparison to modes of Stokes' equations without an immersed bre. In particular, these modes have large imaginary part, which points to highly oscillatory solutions. A parameter study shows that the sti ness of these bre modes increases in severity as the viscosity is decreased and the bre forcing is increased. Hence the limitation on time step is something quite distinct from the usual CFL limit encountered in uid ow computations. Before attacking the second question, we attemped to make predictions about the behaviour of explicit and semi-implicit schemes based on our analytical technique for the continuous problem. Explicit discretisations were easily evaluated by plotting the bre modes along with the region of absolute stability for the corresponding time-stepping scheme. The clustering of the linearised bre modes near the imaginary axis suggests that Runge-Kutta schemes (in particular, the RK4 method) should exhibit the best performance, a hypothesis which is con rmed in numerical experiments.
Our observation that the sti ness in the problem arises from the presence of an immersed bre in the ow suggests that an implicit discretisation should be used for the bre terms appearing the equations. However, previous work 26] has shown that a fully implicit scheme is extremely expensive, even for a linear forcing function. We believe that a fully coupled implicit solver might some day be developed for the more general non-linear force problem, but it seems much more reasonable to expect improvements in e ciency to come rst from an application of semi-implicit methods, which couple the uid and bre in some form of iteration. Keeping this in mind, we next extended our analysis to handle several semi-implicit time-stepping schemes, with an aim to developing a tool for evaluating their e ectiveness, based again on the behaviour of the sti est bre modes. The rst method we considered was the standard FE/BE scheme, which is the one used most often in practice. The modal analysis was used to derive time step restrictions which compared quite well with those observed in computations. The second scheme is an iterative approach proposed in 13]. We verify that the scheme is unconditionally convergent and derived convergence rates which match the behaviour of the iterations observed in numerical simulations.
The nature of the sti ness in the underlying problem suggests that considerable advantage might be gained by developing new time-stepping techniques that take into account the special characteristics of the bre modes. While the limitation of the immersed boundary method to rst order spatial accuracy is also an area of concern, the sti ness issue is of much greater import. Based on our success of our analytical approach in capturing the behaviour of the bre modes and measuring the performance of explicit and semi-implicit discretisations, we hope that our insights can be used to develop more e cient time-stepping schemes. The particular aspects of the problem that we hope to exploit in our search are:
the decoupling between normal and tangential bre modes, and the fact that the sti est modes arise from the class of tangential bre oscillations. It is possible that some type of preconditioning strategy based on this special property of the solution, perhaps by performing a local linearisation that decouples the normal and tangential motions of the bre, may lead to more e cient iterative schemes. A similar technique was used in 9] for removing the sti ness in interfacial ows governed by surface tension e ects. the tendency of the bre modes to cluster near the imaginary axis suggests that combining a RungeKutta discretisation of the bre with an implicit solve for the uid o ers promise. We brie y discussed a straightforward approach based on a class of implicit-explicit Runge-Kutta schemes (given in 1]) which gave no improvement. However, we still believe that it is possible to extend the IMEX-RK framework to come up with a more e cient implementation. Central to our investigation has been the concept of an \idealised discretisation," in which the wavenumbers are restricted to a xed range 1; N], representing the modes that can be resolved on an N N computational grid, and by spreading the singular force over the corresponding smoothing radius = 2 N . We have therefore avoided much of the di culty inherent in a fully discrete analysis of the problem. Nevertheless, spatially discrete e ects are signi cant, and so we also plan to extend our analysis to this area in the future.
